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minds, I guess, that they wouldn't have no children.
- get you to meet 'em^some time.

They have no children.
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(You know the treatment where the woman would sit over the hot coals--do you have
any idea how. close she was?)

,
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Well, just as close as they could stand the heat--as long as they could.
what I was told.
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(Was the doctor with her all the time?)
No,v just the Indian doctor*.
(That's what I meant--was he assisting her?)
Yeah.
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(Would the doctor that was taking care of this treatment be a man doctor or a woman
doctor?)
* W or woman doctor, both.
(Either one?)
Yeah.
(Would this treatment be effective, like the rest of her life, or would she have to
continue—?)
. No, effective the rest of her life. Miss Hilger thought it was kind of «umbing
some hf her female organ*. That's what she thought.

All the sense she could get

out of it was deadening or nur.bing her feminine organs.
(But the woman would just go through that one time?)
Yeah, one time.
CHILDLESS COUPLES:

'

.

(Have you* know of any cases where they went through—?)
.Well, I know of two cases. One at Colony.

*-

Nice respectable family--they're peyote

people, but they started that early in life, that the man didn't want no children.
However, they have adopted two boys and a girl. This woman's sister's children-they raised them just like their own. But the procedure that they followed, I don't
know. And there's another case I know, that the woman had been married and never
had no children--whether it was natural--but she married another man and this other
man, her second husband, they lived happy life, but they never had no children.

